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The New Material Award
introduces the designs of the
future. The biannual award challenges visual artists, designers,
fashion designers and architects
to use new materials and innovative techniques. The resulting
designs will contribute to a better and more sustainable society.
The New Material Award
believes in the innovative power
of creativity within various design
and art disciplines with regard to
sustainability and the development
and application of new materials.

Since the first edition in 2009,
the New Material Award
has built up an extensive archive
of Dutch materials innovations.
The website features a great
variety of nominated designs and
provides access to an extensive
network of designers, architects
and artists and the development
of new materials and sustainable
applications. These innovations
are of great economic and political significance. The growing social engagement within the design
disciplines is evident from the
increasing number and quality
of submissions. Many of the designers have succeeded in combining
the latest technologies with forgotten production techniques,
resulting in more intelligent, more
beautiful and more natural use
of materials. This optimism is the
necessary antidote to a pessimistic future scenario.

The prize has two distinctions:
the New Material Award
with a cash prize of € 15,000 for
a finished product, and the New
Material Fellow, for a detailed idea to which a research
question has been linked.

The designs and ideas are
an excellent illustration of what
Stichting DOEN, Fonds Kwadraat
and Het Nieuwe Instituut aim to
achieve through their partnership:
stimulating materials research
within various design and art
disciplines in order to create
a sustainable world.
The New Material Award
is a biannual prize with two components. The winner of the New
Material Award receives
support in the realisation of
a sustainable product. The New
Material Fellow is provided
with facilities and mentorship
for the development of a promising

research project that has not yet
resulted in a tangible product.
The award also contributes to the
visibility and social impact of
all the nominated projects through
a travelling exhibition, which
introduces the public to current
developments in materials innovation and sustainability and provides an insight into the creative
process and design-based research
that has led to these ingenious
projects.

The eighteen nominated designs
can be seen during Dutch Design
Week from 22 to 30 October 2016
in the Kazerne in Eindhoven. We
are pleased to announce that the
exhibition will also have an international podium next April at the
2017 Salone del Mobile in Milan.
In addition, nominees from this and
earlier editions will participate
in projects involving an international network of design professio.
nals and materials experts.

Each edition is a cross section
of the most up-to-the-minute developments and therefore has its own
unique character. We are delighted by the high quality and great
variety of the submissions to this
sixth New Material Award.
The nominations committee had the
task of making a selection from
88 entries. They eventually chose
eighteen designers for inclusion
in the exhibition, which represents
both experienced, prominent designers and recently graduated
talents from a variety
of disciplines.

We hope that the 2016 New Material Award inspires, raises
questions and shows the full scope
of the creative power of designers, artists and architects. We are
convinced that their innovative
visions will make a necessary and
valuable contribution to the sustainability of our shared future.

Among the themes that emerged
in this edition was that of slowing
down the production process as
an alternative to our consumer
society. Many of the submissions
show how an innovative use of
natural materials can pave the
way for new production methods.
Waste continues to be a source
of ‘new’ materials for unexpectedly strong or aesthetic products.
Ideas of what constitutes a ‘material’ are also changing constantly,
as evinced by this year’s submission of several digital materials.

Francine Mendelaar
Director, Fonds Kwadraat
Anneke Sipkens
General director, Stichting DOEN
Guus Beumer
Director, Het Nieuwe Instituut

www.adrianuskundert.com

Can wear and tear have its own aesthetic? And can the
aesthetic of wear and tear contribute to a product’s
sustainability? Adrianus Kundert asked himself these
questions when he was still a student at the Design
Academy Eindhoven. In this period, he began his partnership with the Textiellab at the Nederlands Textielmuseum
and with several companies in the development of materials and techniques, such as a layered thread that
changes over time as damage to the top layer reveals
the core threads. Kundert has used this material in a
carpet that really only comes to life when the top layer
of the pile begins to wear away, revealing red zones
in a field of golden-yellow, giving the carpet an irregular pattern.
Many industrial products lose their attraction when they
start to age. Kundert’s research focuses precisely on
creating added value as a result of usage. Through the
change in colour and the altered tactile qualities
of the worn areas, Kundert believes the user will develop a connection with the product and will therefore be
less likely to want to replace it. Sustainability is not
only about choosing natural materials but also about the
development and industrial application of materials that
become richer as they get older. Kundert is gradually
building a library of transformative materials that make
one thing very clear: how wear and tear and enrichment
go hand in hand.
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Peters’s recent Lenticular Project builds upon his fascination with the optical effect of lenticular printing:
stereo images that shift when viewed from different
angles. He is now attempting to integrate the quality
of lenticular printing in textiles in order to produce
clothing fabrics that change colour and pattern when
they move.

www.antoinepeters.com

All of Antoine Peters’s fashion activities are an expression of fundamental optimism. He sees his design for
a sweater to be worn simultaneously by two people — the
Sweater for the World — as an ironic yet cheerful commentary on growing social intolerance. He is highly
critical of the amount of waste in the fashion industry
and believes that you must have a very good reason
if you want to add to the industry’s immense output.

To simulate the desired effect, he began by experimenting with a traditional folding technique similar to ori
gami, applying designs to both sides of the folds. When
the pleated fabric is made into a dress, the wearer’s
movements cause shifts in the pattern, making it more
intriguing to the viewer. Sometimes the dress appears
solid black and at other moments it appears brightly
coloured. Peters realises that he has taken only the
first step in the direction of a fabric that must be
much more flexible and wearable. A partnership with
industry and ideally also with university researchers
is needed to explore the next phase. As long as the
other parties agree with his firm principle: ‘We should
make something serious really funny, and make something funny really serious.’
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www.bastiaandenennie.com

The Phygital Virtuosity is a project that introduces an
extremely specific form of recycling. Bastiaan de Nennie
explores the synthesis of two worlds at the boundary
between the nostalgic experience of tangible products
and the image-based reality of our rapidly digitising
living environment. The research began as a quest for
a means to find a digital translation of physical materials. He placed products from our everyday environment — a spray bottle, a meat grinder, a steering wheel,
a bottle, a basket — into the 3D scanner to produce
components for new digital compositions or ‘sketches’,
as De Nennie calls them. He uses these digital collages
to create projections of a new, post-industrial reality
with digital building blocks borrowed from a traditional
industrial culture that is on its last legs. Even if the
desk telephone and the steering wheel are now practically redundant, their visual idiom gives us a footing in
our digitalised world. The collages offer a reinterpretation of the recent past and suggest new applications.
Experiments with colour and texture are an important
component of his design research.
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www.overtreders-w.nl

In the Pretty Plastic Plant, the plastic waste undergoes all the necessary processes and is finally moulded
in a self-developed injection-moulding machine to produce tiles that can be linked to one another. The Pretty
Plastic Plant is not only a working production facility;
it also has an educational function, providing workshops
for schoolchildren in a variety of locations. The workshops give the children a new perspective on our relationship to plastic packaging and products.

www.bureausla.nl

The designers of Overtreders W see the temporary meeting units scattered throughout the main building of the
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences primarily as an
interim result. Made from recycled plastic, they prove
the viability of the project that Overtreders W began
in 2013 together with Bureau SLA. In the Noorderpark
in the north of Amsterdam they want to build a practice
room for a green school, whose facades will consist
entirely of tiles made from recycled plastic household
waste collected by local residents. The team has
designed a special recycling plant in which six mobile
machines transform the waste into marbled plastic
tiles. Because the waste is sorted by colour, the tiles
have a range of beautiful, outspoken colours rather
than the consistent dark-grey that results from mixed
plastic waste.

In the next stage of the project, the plastic tiles will
be developed further with the aim of producing a fully
fledged construction material that can be manufactured
on an industrial scale, which meets standards for fire
safety and weather resistance and which will not leach
plastic particles in long-term use in building facades.
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www.burobelen.com

For Brecht Duijf and Lenneke Langenhuijsen of buro
BELÉN, the Living Colours project fulfils their desire
to fuse ethics and aesthetics, an aim that is central
to all the projects they undertake. Much of their research focuses on the changes that natural materials
undergo throughout the course of their existence.
How can you employ change as a quality that extends
rather than reduces a product’s life? Their research
questions established industry practices. The textile
industry, for example, will not tolerate any variation in
colour or signs of ageing and therefore almost exclusively uses synthetic dyes: a highly polluting activity.
In Living Colours, buro BELÉN study the application of
vegetable dyes and natural dyeing processes in textiles
and paper, in particular for use in the interior. The
central premise is that the variability of vegetable dyes
gives the product — a wall hanging, blanket or furnishing fabric — a layered quality that is more interesting
than the sterile uniformity of industrial counterparts.
The fact that the colour is ‘alive’ means that it creates
a direct relationship with the environment in which
it is used. Where the product is exposed to light it will
fade, but where furniture or other objects block the
light, the colour will remain the same for a longer period. The owner can read the conditions of their personal
environment in the product, which helps to create
a connection.
buro BELÉN have applied the concept of Living Colours
to a range of projects, including Living Textures,
Another Plaid and Merging Wallpaper. But these product
suggestions are primarily intended to show what is
possible. The research has a more fundamental aim:
to give other people an idea of how they can use these
materials. For this reason, they have developed a
colour chart to show other designers and manufacturers how these natural pigments behave over time.
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www.flaxproject.com

Meindertsma purchased 10,000 kilos of flax, originating
from a single parcel of land in the Flevopolder. She
used the material for her own research and, following
various experiments, opted for the development of a
composite material in which she combined flax with polylactic acid (PLA), a bioplastic derived from cornstarch.
The Flax Chair was facilitated by LABEL/BREED, which
connects designers with innovative local manufacturers,
in this case a partnership between Meindertsma and
Enkev, a specialist in the production of non-woven and
natural fibres. The Flax Chair utilises two different
parts of the flax plant: the relatively costly long fibres
are visible in the front and upper part of the chair,
while the short fibres that are normally seen as a cheap
by-product have been felted and incorporated in the
back and underside.

www.christienmeindertsma.com

The climate along the coast of the Netherlands, Belgium
and northern France is ideally suited to growing flax.
For economic reasons, the processing of this environmentally friendly crop has almost entirely moved to lowwage countries, where it is turned into threads and
fabrics. Christien Meindertsma conducted a major study
of the flax sector and found that, unlike cotton production, the manufacturing of flax is a fairly clean process.
During the study, she stumbled upon the last remaining
flax-processing companies in Western Europe. These firms
must find innovative applications for the material if
they are to survive.

The choice to make a chair was a logical one for
Meindertsma: ‘It is a beautiful, modest product that
tells the story in an almost intuitive manner.’ The
entire chair consists of a rectangular sheet measuring
100 x 60 cm, which is still pliable when it goes into the
mould. This project fulfils the most important objectives
Meindertsma formulated at the time of her graduation:
‘I wanted to make an industrial product using locally
produced, natural materials. And it had to be an affordable product. Now, thirteen years later, I can say I’ve
succeeded with this chair that costs around 350 euros.’
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www.dianascherer.nl
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Diana Scherer works with wheat, and specifically its
fast-growing root system. By growing the wheat on
a subterranean template, she can manipulate the root
system to create ‘woven’ patterns. Scherer takes inspiration for these patterns from the geometric structures of cells, snowflakes and shells. The form of the
textile-like material she cultivates is dictated by the
3D-printed bioplastic template: sometimes finely tuned,
sometimes fairly undirected. Seed, soil and water are
the only ingredients necessary for the process. When
the roots have grown into the desired pattern, Scherer
harvests the crop. She cuts the wheat down and dries
the root structure. The photographs she takes of the
resulting textiles are an integral part of her working
process, but she also preserves the actual materials.
For her research, Scherer works together with biologists and ecologists from the Radboud University
in Nijmegen. The project is of interest to academics
because of the important role that roots play in the
storage of greenhouse gases and because of the project’s potential to develop a material that combines its
beneficial ecological characteristics with a new form
of natural production. Together with botanist Gerard
van der Weerden, Scherer is exploring the possibility of growing complete items of clothing underground.
In the next step, she will attempt to eliminate soil from
the process by using hydroculture to grow the roots.
Scherer’s experiments with other kinds of plants such
as bulrushes (water purifying) and astelia (methane
filtering) are at an early stage. This is also true
of her discussions with designer Anne de Grijff about
possible applications of the technology in fashion.
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www.buildingwithseawater.com

In his work, architect Eric Geboers looks for sustainable
forms of innovation. His material research is based on
brine: a by-product of desalinating seawater to provide
drinking water in desert regions. Brine consists mainly
of sea salt, which is usually pumped back into the sea.
For the development of his new material, Geboers uses
a mixture of almost 90 per cent sea salt, starch and a
little water, which he heats and then dries. The resulting composite is easy to pour and manipulate. Geboers
uses the hardened material to make the Salt Pup, whose
name derives from the object’s resemblance to a dog.
Its undulating form provides optimal resistance to pressure, enabling it to be used as a chair. Nonetheless,
Geboers sees the product primarily as a steppingstone
for further research. In the future, he hopes to be able
to extract starch from seawater so that the building
material can be harvested entirely from a marine environment. It should eventually be possible to construct
actual buildings with this by-product of freshwater
production.
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www.maartenbaas.com

How new must a new material actually be? And how can
time play a role in thinking about material innovation?
Maarten Baas raises questions such as these in his Tree
Trunk Chair. In this project, the production process
begins not when the tree is felled and sawn, but during
the growth of the tree: Baas manipulates the natural
growth patterns of an oak tree. By pressing the mould
of a chair into the growing trunk, the tree will grow
around the object. After two hundred years, the chair
will be ready to harvest.
That may sound simple enough, but the execution of the
idea is more complicated. What material should the mould
be made from in order to last two centuries? And how
can the mould be adapted to the growth patterns of different trees? How do you guarantee the health of the
tree and ensure that it grows completely into the mould?
Maarten Baas developed the idea for the Tree Trunk
Chair in partnership with designer Gavin Munro, known
for his Grown Furniture, aalong with a team of engineers
and arborists. The Akademie van Kunsten (KNAW) and the
Groninger Museum have also signed up to care for the
tree in the centuries to come. In a cultural environment
obsessed with the newest of the new, this project introduces time as a decisive factor in the materials development process.
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JURY REPORT
This year there were 88 submissions for the New Material
Award. In this context, the term
‘new material’ may cause some confusion, as if it were an award for
a hitherto unknown super-material
that will go on to shape history.
We must not have such high expectations of our designers. After
all, history teaches us that such
fundamental breakthroughs in material development are rare. But
designers can indeed bring about
a revolution. They think about how
materials are used and undertake
concrete research that leads to
innovative applications of materials. They understand that natural
sources of raw materials are not
inexhaustible. Re-use and the
employment of renewable natural
materials are the research topics
of the majority of the designers
under consideration for this
award. This approach is also allied to a new perspective on ageing: products no longer need to
look brand new and flawless. Wear
and tear brings with it a new aesthetic. We can safely say that this
year’s designers are the driving
force behind the movement towards
a sustainable society.
The nominations committee had
the unenviable task of choosing
eighteen of the entries. The
committee aimed to make a representative selection of the submitted designs and proposals. When
faced with similar submissions,
difficult choices had to be made.
It should therefore be stated
emphatically that the majority

of submissions were as worthy of
nomination as the designs exhibited here. Those who have not been
nominated this year should not be
discouraged from participating
next time.
The jury asked the following
questions in assessing the
submissions:
Does the design represent
a new application of an existing or new material?
Is it innovative? Has a new
design process been applied?
How sustainable is it?
Is it suitable for industrial
production?
Does it have an aesthetic
component?
Does it have a social
component?
The New Material Award
consists of two prizes: the New
Material Fellow and the
New Material Award.
The New Material Fellow
is awarded for a detailed concept
tied to a research project. Het
Nieuwe Instituut will mentor the
winner for six months in their
elaboration of the concept. This
includes help in establishing a
network of contacts and introductions to specialised researchers
and companies who can help develop the concept for production.
Some of the submissions sounded so utopian that the jury was
tempted to reject them simply on
the basis of the written description. But when they saw the prototype or sample, the designer’s

creative process came to life. In
this particular case, we are dealing with a subterranean and thus
almost invisible process. Those
who allow the weeds to get out of
control in their garden will have
to pull them out by their roots.
It is only then that the variety
of root systems becomes apparent,
above all in terms of rigidity
and strength. This root growth is
at the basis of a project that
explores the possibility of directing root growth with the aid of
buried moulds to grow filter mats
or even complete items of clothing.
The jury considers this an original idea and sees definite potential applications. Considerable
research into suitable plants is
required and for this reason
the New Material Fellow
is awarded to Diana Scherer.
The New Material Award
with a value of € 15,000 is awarded
for an idea that has produced concrete results. Product designers
are unlikely to discover completely
new materials themselves. That
is more the territory of chemists.
Designers search for suitable
materials to execute their ideas.
The innovative element is more
likely to reside in the design and
the application of the material.
But that doesn’t always have to be
a recently developed material.
And so the winner is receiving the
award not because he is using clay
but because — to quote one of the
jury members — he is working in an
‘innovatively nostalgic’ manner.
He has developed a 3D printer that
can extrude ordinary, undiluted
clay in thin layers and with fine

details. You begin to understand
just how innovative this is when
you understand that it was previously impossible to print with clay
without watering it down. Such
dilute clay could only be used
for printing heavy, thick-walled
objects otherwise they would
collapse. The jury also admires
the designer’s willingness to
share his knowledge by creating
an open-source platform for
further development.
The New Material Award
2016 is warded to Olivier
van Herpt for his Functional 3D
Printed Ceramics.
Pieter Keune
chair of the jury

Didi Aaslund attended a Christmas dinner at the former
Havenstraat prison in Amsterdam, then being used as
accommodation for a group of refugees. During her conversations with those present, it became clear that
the lack of meaningful pastime is a problem for many
refugees. This spawned the idea of organising a workshop in which the refugees could make their own rucksacks with the remnants, using a pattern developed
by the designers. During these group sessions, the
participants can also share their stories. In this way,
the remnants of the journey are given a new use and
the participants acquire a sense of purpose.

www.nomadmakers.org

Floor Nagler worked for some time as a volunteer on
Lesbos, the Greek island that has seen a large influx of
refugees. She saw that large amounts of sailcloth and
lifejackets were left behind on the beaches and learned
that the refugees had lost all their baggage during
their journey. Realising that simple rucksacks made from
the found remnants could make the refugees’ subsequent journey much easier, she began to collect the
abandoned materials.

In the meantime, the designers have returned to Greece
to make preparations for a series of workshops for the
refugees that remain there. They are also exploring
other products that can be made in this communal working
environment. For the designers of No Mad Makers, this
project is primarily about the refugees’ mental health.
In addition to providing food and safe shelter, refugee
relief must also stimulate their sense of self-worth.
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www.corpuscoli.com

According to designer Maurizio Montalti, our most important challenge is to transform our consumer-based
economy into an ecologically responsible and selfsustainable society. To achieve this, we must put an end
to the large-scale use and dumping of highly polluting
plastics made from oil. Montalti’s ongoing research into
the use of fungi for the development of clean materials
fits within this ambition. The Growing Lab works on a range of innovative materials and products in which fungi
are the essential ingredients for the transformation and
upcycling of refuse. The natural growth of these microorganisms affords opportunities for the cultivation of
strong and versatile biomaterials that can take on any
conceivable form. After use, the materials are completely biodegradable.
Cultivating fungi on various organic waste products
creates myco-materials in which the mycelia function
as a kind of glue. They can have the properties of, for
example, plastics, rubber, paper or wood. These mycomaterials are then employed to grow products such as
tiles, bowls, furniture and insulating materials. The
department of microbiology at Utrecht University is
the most important scientific partner in the project.
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www.oliviervanherpt.com

Clay is far from being a new material. Although the
techniques for turning clay into ceramics have been
perfected over thousands of year and eventually industrialised, they remain essentially unchanged. Even
the oldest clay objects are a mirror of the culture
that produced them and are preserved and studied
as representatives of that culture. Seldom have innovation and traditional craftsmanship been so closely
wedded as in the project Functional 3D Printed Ceramics.
Because conventional 3D printers were unsuited to
printing ceramic objects of considerable size, Olivier
van Herpt’s project represented a practical challenge
from the outset. He has designed a printer that can
work with regular clay without having to thin it down,
which has the advantage that the large printed objects
have a certain rigidity. By building his own printer
(which consists where possible from standardised steel
and aluminium components) and perfecting it step by
step, he has created a total design in which material,
production technology and process are integrated.
Unsustainable plastics, which are still an important
raw material in most industrial applications of 3Dprinting technology, are replaced here by a sustainable
and culturally revered material. The production process requires modest amounts of materials, creates
little waste and the products can be fired at relatively
low temperatures. In the near future, the technology
may be able to play a role in making other production processes, such as casting metal components, more
sustainable.
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www.roeldeden.com

Receiving a prosthetic arm following an amputation is
a long and costly process that does not always lead
to a satisfactory result. When designer Roel Deden met
Lianne Scheepers, he learned that her bespoke prosthesis made from fibreglass and titanium was proving
too heavy, uncomfortable and unsuitable for making jewellery, an important pastime. In the meantime she had
taught herself to use a small pair of medical tweezers
and was no longer wearing her prosthesis. Deden set
himself the task of designing a simple aide that was suited to precision work and which was more of a tool than
an artificial arm. In close consultation with the user,
he developed an instrument consisting of tailor-made
components produced with the help of a 3D printer. The
product is light, inexpensive and easy to use. The next
step in the process is to develop the product further
with more patients and doctors. Deden has launched
an open-source platform to give people the opportunity
to download the model and, where necessary, adapt it
to their needs. The platform can also inspire other
designers to distribute their proposals for prosthetics
in this way. The platform will be able to help people all
around the world who have lost a limb due to illness
or war.
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www.thegirlandthemachine.com

For many years, Rosanne van der Meer was involved in
custom-made clothing, producing samples for high fashion. As a designer, she didn’t feel that she had anything
to add to the existing system. Until she discovered knitting and realised that the technique offers opportunities to develop meaningful initiatives both socially and
in terms of sustainability. She decided to start designing again. To escape the wasteful production apparatus
of the fashion industry, she researched advanced technologies such as those developed in Japan. There she
found a manufacturer that produces machines that can
produce three-dimensional knitwear using extremely thin
threads. The technology makes it possible to make an
entire garment with a single unbroken thread, tailored
to the wearer’s specific measurements and colour and
finishing preferences. The few seamless garments that
were already available did not fully exploit the technology’s potential. It is only when the patterns become
more complex that the advantages of this digital production process become clear: cutting, sewing and
other time-consuming handwork processes are no
longer required.
Van der Meer has designed a collection of basic items,
mostly sweaters, conceived in terms of clothing as
a ‘second skin’. Customers will eventually be able to
adapt the designs according to their personal preferences, resulting in perfectly fitting, virtually ‘tailormade’ products to which high-tech features such as
sensors can be added. People will be unlikely to throw
away such personalised garments, and production is
only necessary when someone orders a new item. Van
der Meer sees the possibility of developing ‘designer
templates’, in which both the fabric and the pattern
are adapted to the consumer’s taste and circumstances.
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www.alkonostdevelopment.com

Materials also exist in virtual reality. For some time
already it has been possible, for example, to use algorithms to undertake digital studies of the behaviour
of certain materials. And the growth of the game industry has sparked a strong interest in the physical interaction between humans and virtual materials. Rudolf
Borgart, who is completing an MA in sculpture at the
Royal College of Art, and Martijn Mellema, a creative
technologist, are fascinated by the (im)materiality
of the virtual environment.

www.minusplusminus.com

They chose virtual paper as a case study because
everyone uses paper on an almost-daily basis and therefore knows its material characteristics. Using Virtual/
Augmented Reality headsets and hand-tracking software, the digital paper can be crumpled, folded, torn or
thrown in the wastepaper basket. The result can eventually be materialised with the help of a 3D printer.
The existing algorithms are not sufficiently elaborated
to truly simulate the behaviour and physical experience
of a material. With the Virtual Paper project, the designers want to explore what this technology can mean
for the realisation of sculpture and for sustainable
and efficient product development. But their ambitions
go even further. Their eventual aim is to work on a beta
version based on algorithms developed at the University
of California at Berkeley. This ‘remeshing algorithm’
will make it possible to simulate all kinds of materials
in the near future.
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www.simonepost.nl

Helmond-based textiles manufacturer Vlisco is well known
for its brightly coloured and boldly patterned fabrics
for the West- and Central-African markets. The laborious
nature of the batik printing process, using wax resist,
makes the textiles rather exclusive. For this reason,
the company cannot allow misprints or remnants to end
up on the market. Armed with this information, designer
Simone Post studied the company’s levels of waste
and looked into giving the rejected fabrics a new life
so that they would not end up in the furnace.
Post quickly realised that re-use would only be possible
if the product was given an entirely different function
so that it did not compete with the company’s regular
production. Following many tests, her research resulted
in the development of the Vlisco Recycled Carpet, a
series of rugs made from strips of fabric. The rug’s
circular form echoes the rolls of fabric in the factory.
The enormous wealth of colours in the original fabrics
results in great differences between the individual
rugs. Post initially made the rugs by hand, but LABEL/
BREED is now producing the rugs industrially using
a specially developed machine.
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www.dirkvanderkooij.com

Dirk van der Kooij says that his whole career has been
about the search for ‘honest materials’. And by that
he means materials that are fully and easily recyclable,
such as wood, a material he hasn’t used since his training. Since then, Van der Kooij has developed a reputation for his use of plastic waste. By adapting a robot
arm for printing furniture, he has produced a wide range
of interior products, including chairs, tables, vases and
lighting armatures, made entirely from recycled plastic.
The objects are formed from an unbroken thread of plastic. Van der Kooij has thus entered a terrain unexplored
by furniture manufacturers. The fine filigree and colour
nuances of the original material give his objects their
characteristic aesthetic.
The latest development in his oeuvre is the hollow-tube
technology. Van der Kooij grew tired of the ‘fussiness’
of the thin line and also wanted to reduce the weight
of the printed items of furniture. He found the answer
in a thicker hollow tube, which has the added benefit of
being quicker to print. The bold presence of the hollow
tube in the NotOnlyHollowChair, made in an edition of
twenty-five, shows the potential of the new technology,
but this new printing process is far from perfect.
The material is extremely strong and entirely reusable
and the rocking chair requires no additional materials
such as glue, epoxy resin or fibreglass. The chair is
currently being made from a high-quality polycarbonate
from old CDs, which are granulated before re-use. In
the future it should be possible to grind the CDs in
order to avoid energy-intensive preparation of the raw
materials. Studio Dirk van der Kooij is also exploring
a colouring process using the inside of the hollow tube
so that the colour can be flushed out in case the tubes
are eventually reused.
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www.madebyrens.nl

In most industrial sectors colourfastness is a fundamen
tal law. Consumers do not expect the colours to fade in
their car paintwork, their curtains, the paper they write
on or even the T-shirt that will last only a single summer. But this addiction to colourfastness is a costly and
absurd preference. During their research into the notorious instability of red pigments, Studio rENs found
that we can actually value faded colours, especially if
the age of the faded object is seen as a plus. But among
contemporary manufacturers fading is taboo.
Fade to Stay reconsiders this standpoint. Would it be
possible, through focussed interventions in the chemical
process, to programme the fading process so that gradual or spontaneous changes in colour are an attractive
option? A solid red car that over time reveals a design
and then later a text? The automobile sector was not
interested. But the designers were able to make a start
with the dyes and inks of a large printer manufacturer.
Their research into changes in colour has found its
first successful manifestation in a series of five posters that are initially identical but which change colour
and form when exposed to different levels of UV radiation. In a society that is fixated on the new, Fade to
Stay is attempting to cultivate a new sensibility in
which the natural process of fading is valued as a sign
of quality and sustainability — perhaps firstly by the
informed consumer and eventually by industry as well.
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ADRIANUS KUNDERT RIPENING RUGS
ANTOINE PETERS THE LENTICULAR PROJECT
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